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State Constitutions Illustrated
Edited by: Jef Jay Ruchti
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Democracy in America
Edited by: Alan Keely, Wake Forest Law Library

Democracy in America

Meticulously researched by Keely, this interactive digital edition takes
students and researchers back to Tocqueville’s 1831, providing full-text
links to the works Tocqueville read while he traveled, researched, and wrote
Democracy in America. Keely’s annotations provide insight into
Tocqueville’s thinking, grounding the work within the context in which it
was written. Jump from the pages of Democracy in America into the works
referenced by Tocqueville with HeinOnline’s unparalleled access to
historical content. Pull up full-text images right to the referenced portion
and then dive in deeper, easily navigating between both the reference
work and Tocqueville’s. Move on to secondary references for more
analysis and discussion of the continuing relevance of Democracy in
America today.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

HeinOnline is proud to partner with Alan Keely, Associate Director for
Collection Services at Wake Forest Law Library, to showcase a new and
exciting version of Alexis de Tocqueville’s classic work, Democracy in
America, complete with more than 1,000 annotations and references.
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Democracy in America
While there are hundreds of editions of this classic, the Bowen 1862 edition
serves as the basis for the digital edition as the majority of HeinOnline users
are likely to be English speakers. There was no question that the specific
edition selected would need to be based on the last editions Tocqueville saw
through to press, therefore containing his final thoughts on his work. The
consensus of modern scholarship is that the most accurate editions of the
French text published during Tocqueville’s lifetime are, for the first volume, the
13th edition (Paris: Pagnerre, 1850); and, for the second volume, the 12th
edition (Paris: Pagnerre, 1848).

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Choice of Text Used: Bowen 1862 (Cambridge: Seever and Francis)
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•
•
•

•

•

More than 1,000 annotations and references
Keely’s annotations provide insight into Tocqueville’s thinking,
grounding the work within the context in which it was written
Jump from the pages of Democracy in America into the works
referenced by Tocqueville with HeinOnline’s unparalleled
access to historical content
Pull up full-text images right to the referenced portion and then
dive in deeper, easily navigating between both the reference
work and Tocqueville’s
Move on to secondary references for more analysis and
discussion of the continuing relevance of Democracy in
America today

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Democracy in America
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Democracy in America

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

The Digital Edition itself is broken into two tabs, one tab for each volume in the Bowen 1862 edition. Clicking on a tab takes users
directly to the title page for the particular volume. Much like a traditional HeinOnline volume, the normal page navigation, search,
export, and other functionality remains at the top of the page once inside the volume.
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Democracy in America
Sources

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

What makes the Digital Edition unique when compared to any other HeinOnline volume are the Sources buttons, found on
the left-hand side of the page:
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Democracy in America
Sources

1. Any page that is tagged on the electronic table of contents that also contains Sources will display the source
button next to its tag in the electronic table of contents; simply click that button to expand the Source within the
electronic table of contents.
2. Clicking a page that contains a Source from the electronic table of contents will automatically expand the
Sources button in a separate window to show the annotation and link (if applicable).
3. As users page through the volume, Sources found on the page will automatically expand in a separate window
that hovers over the left hand side of the page.
4. If you ever close out of a Source, or prefer to display a Source in a separate window instead of within the
electronic table of contents, click the Sources button at the top of the page (as highlighted in the screenshot
above).

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

The Sources contain Keely’s annotations on Tocqueville’s text, with links (when available) to the full text of the
material discussed. There are multiple ways within a volume to display Sources:
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Democracy in America
Sources

1. This denotes, in order, the volume, page, and
line to locate the text that is being discussed.
In the example above, Keely is calling out Line
17 on Page 144 in Volume 1.
2. This is the text of the line itself. When
available, this will be a hyperlink to the full text
of the edition specifically cited by Tocqueville;
if the edition is not clearly identified, the link
will be to a version contemporaneous to
Tocqueville. In this example, the line itself is
"exclusive right."
3. The full title and publication information of the
source being cited.
4. Keely’s annotation, with hyperlinks to
additional material where applicable.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Let’s break down the four examples highlighted
above by the colored boxes and numbers:

Democracy in America
Additional Content Included

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Interested in viewing just the Sources found in the digital edition? Navigate over to the Referenced Works tab at the top of the
screen. This is an A-Z listing of every source linked within the digital edition that is also found in HeinOnline.

Democracy in America
Additional Content Included

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Want even more Democracy in America? There are hundreds of different editions of this classic! We’ve started digitizing many
different editions and translations and plan to add even more. Head over to the Other Editions tab to view an edition different
from the Bowen 1862 you’ve grown so familiar with, and then if you want even more Democracy, the Other Related Works tab is
a curated list of Tocqueville scholarship and works related to this topic.

Business and Legal Aspects
of Sports and Entertainment
Edited by: Frank Haudek & Ed Edmonds

Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment

Frank G. Houdek, who retired on June 30, 2014, served as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs for Southern Illinois University
School of Law from July 2007 to June 2014, with a year off in the 2009–2010 academic year when he served as the school's
Interim Dean. Prior to becoming associate dean, Houdek served as Law Library Director at Southern Illinois University from
January 1985 to June 2007, first as Associate Professor of Law and then as Professor of Law from 1988. Before coming to
SIU, he was Associate Director of the Law Library and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law at the University of Southern
California Law Center (1982–84); Librarian at Lawler, Felix, and Hall, a Los Angeles law firm (1979–82); and Reference
Librarian at the Los Angeles County Law Library (1975–79). He holds B.A. (Cum Laude), J.D. (Order of the Coif), and M.L.S.
degrees from the University of California, Los Angeles.
Ed Edmonds joined the Notre Dame Law School as director of the Kresge Law Library and professor of law in July 2006.
Edmonds was the sixth law library director at the Notre Dame Law School. Edmonds is a 1973 graduate of the University of
Notre Dame (A.B. – history), and he graduated with an M.L.S. from the University of Maryland and a J.D. from the University of
Toledo. He served as the law library director at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law at the College of William & Mary, the Loyola
University New Orleans School of Law, and the Schoenecker Law Library at the University of St. Thomas School of Law in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Edmonds teaches Sports Law Seminar, and he has previously taught advanced legal research,
antitrust law, criminal law, and entertainment law.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

About the Editors
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports
and Entertainment
Nearly 100 topics
Includes more than 1,300 titles
More than 3,200 volumes
More than 1.2 million pages

HeinOnline’s Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
(BLASE) is designed to assist researchers in locating sources relevant to the
many issues surrounding these critically important subject areas, both of
which having now attained global prominence. Organized into sixteen tabs,
each covering a distinct type of materials, the database builds upon
HeinOnline’s historical strengths in legal periodical literature, case law, and
United States federal and state materials by providing a unique topical
arrangement for the documents within each tab while also adding many
important new resources not previously available in HeinOnline.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

•
•
•
•
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment

Examples of Business and Legal Areas Included:
•
•
•

Antitrust and Labor Law
Athlete and Entertainer Representation
Content Regulation

•
•
•

Contracts
Criminal Law
Gender and Race Discrimination

By providing a wide range of materials on these and many other topics, the editors have sought to produce a truly
comprehensive treatment of both sports and entertainment.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

The foundation of BLASE is the focused topical arrangement created by the editors after their analysis of more
than 7,000 periodical articles. The treatment of sports-related material is comprehensive while the approach
to entertainment-related material concentrates on movies, music, television, and theater. Each topic contains a
scope note that aids researchers in understanding the approach used by the editors in fashioning the
organizational structure. This approach, with some slight modifications, is also used for all of the materials in
the remaining fourteen tabs which cover materials other than scholarly articles. It is particularly helpful with the
tabs that offer a large selection of full-text books and a extensive bibliography of other relevant books with
links to WorldCat.
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Titles
Books (Nearly 150 titles)
Congressional Documents (Nearly 900 titles)
Other Government Documents (Nearly 150 titles)
Legislative Histories (Nearly 30 titles)
National Sports Law Institute (Nearly 10 titles)
Periodicals (Nearly 50 journals)
Bibliography – More than 300 titles)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scholarly Sports Articles (More than 5,600 articles selected
and topic coded)
Important Sports Cases
External Sports Links
Scholarly Entertainment Articles (More than 1,800 articles
selected and topic coded)
Important Entertainments Cases
External Entertainment Links
Athlete Agents Act (NCCUSL)
Reference Resources

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Tabs within the Database Include:
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment

Founded in 1989, the National Sports Law Institute (NSLI) is affiliated with Marquette’s Sports Law program. Its
mission is to be the leading national educational and research institute for the study of legal, ethical, and business
issues affecting amateur and professional sports from both an academic and practical perspective. It provides
educational opportunities for law students as well as current and future leaders in the sports industry. The NSLI
provides a national forum for discussion and consideration of American and international sports issues and
encourages input by persons and organizations with a wide range of viewpoints. The NSLI seeks to promote a legal
environment in which sports at all levels of competition will flourish.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

KEY SECTION: National Sports Law Institute – More than 10 Titles Included
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
KEY SECTION: Scholarly Sports & Entertainment Articles
Editors Ed and Frank have identified and subject coded more than 5,600 Scholarly Sports Articles and more than
1,800 Scholarly Entertainment Articles.
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
KEY SECTIONS: Important Sports & Entertainment Cases
Numerous sports and entertainment cases have been topic coded and include descriptions for the topic in addition
to a brief case summary from Ed and Frank. Cases included link to Fastcase and/or HeinOnline.
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
KEY SECTIONS: External Sports and Entertainment Links
External links are provided for numerous sports and entertainment categories that relate to each topic.
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
KEY SECTION: Athelete Agents Act (NCCUSL)
The National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL), also known as the Uniform Law
Commission, was established in 1892 to draft and promote the passage of model legislation where uniformity
among states is desirable. Commissioners, who must be members of a state bar, meet annually to discuss areas of
the law where uniform acts are advantageous and to consider proposed uniform laws advanced by drafting
committees.
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Business and Legal Aspects of Sports and Entertainment
KEY SECTION: Athlete Agents Act (NCCUSL) (continued)
During the last two decades of the twentieth century, the
increase of compensation for professional athletes and
the behavior of some agents and their associates providing
inducements to secure a representation agreement that
often compromised eligibility under intercollegiate athletic
association rules prompted a majority of states to adopt
laws governing the behavior of agents. These state statutes
varied considerably, particularly as to registration
requirements, prompting the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) and some universities to request that
NCCUSL/ULC create a uniform act to address
inconsistencies. A drafting committee met for more than
three years, developing model legislation covering
registration requirements, disclosures, specific contractual
terms, notification to academic institutions of a contractual
agreement, cancellation rights, and civil remedies.
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State Constitutions
Illustrated
The Most Comprehensive State Constitution Research Platform
Soon to be Available!

State Constitutions Illustrated

Jefri Jay Ruchti was born in Montreal, Canada (1949), named for John
Jay, the first Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court. He
attended the University of Wisconsin (as had his grandfather, father and
brother) and the University of Chicago. He began actively
collecting the texts of historical and current Constitutions in 1984,
mentored through the following years as an editor and translator
by Gisbert H. Flanz (1916-2015). He has pursued an independent career
as an artist, working primarily in dry media on Japanese
paper, exhibiting widely in the United States. He lives with his wife Leigh
Whiteman, in Guilford, Connecticut.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

About the Editor
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State Constitutions Illustrated
About the Database

•

•
•

The database reflects the design of World Constitutions Illustrated:
containing the original text of a constitution, and consolidated texts
over the life of that constitution up to and including its final text.
Priority is given to the current constitution for every State, with the
current/latest being updated each time it is amended.
Multiple editions of a given constitution, at a given date, are
reproduced. The text from the State Session Laws (if published there)
are always included.

This database will be included at no additional cost for subscribers of HeinOnline’s U.S. State Package!

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

State Constitutions Illustrated is a collection of the Constitutions of the
50 states of the United States, together with related documents and
resources. With nearly than 9,500 historical and current constitutions
and constitutional documents, this database will continue to grow.
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State Constitutions Illustrated
More About the Database
The editorial design is to provide the researcher with an extensive collection of documents to foment understanding of the legal
and constitutional history of a State before Independence, or before Statehood. All 50 states are up-to-date from the elections
on November 6, 2018.

•
•

All states include constitutional material from inception to current.
More than 40 states include coverage for constitutional material dating back to pre-statehood. The
remaining states will be updated to include pre-statehood coverage as content is added. The prestatehood materials include colonial charters, laws, and royal gubernatorial instructions for the original
Colonies.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Coverage
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State Constitutions Illustrated
About the Database

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

To select a state, use the map view or select a state from the drop-down box
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State Constitutions Illustrated

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Within each state, users can expand each section to view constitutions including
their amendments, original text, and other related documents.
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State Constitutions Illustrated
Scholarly Articles

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Links to thousands of scholarly
articles related to constitutional
development are included for
each state.
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State Constitutions Illustrated
Other Related Works

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Links to hundreds of titles related to constitutional development are included for each state.
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West Academic Casebooks
Archive Collection

West Academic Casebooks Archive Collection
About West Academic Casebooks
West Academic Publishing is a leading provider of textbooks and study aids for the law school market. Publisher of
the first commercially available law school casebook in 1908, West Academic Publishing embraces its history of
providing the highest quality traditional course books, while also bringing to market innovative materials addressing
emerging areas of law and showcasing new teaching methods for law faculty.

HeinOnline has recently partnered with West Academic Publishing to provide a digital archive collection of
nearly 1,500 casebooks from the American Casebook Series, Nutshell Series, and Hornbook Series. Archival materials will
exclude all Teacher’s Manuals and will have an embargo on the two most recent editions of all titles.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

About the West Academic Casebook Archive Collection in HeinOnline
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West Academic Casebooks Archive Collection
Casebooks Included in the Database:
American Casebook Series - Currently includes more than 600 titles
Established in 1908, this series was the first commercially available law school casebook.

Nutshell Series - Currently includes more than 100 titles
Featuring concise summaries of more than 150 topics, the Nutshell Series provides understandable,
dependable introductions to a field of law or legal topic.

The database also currently includes more than 580 miscellaneous publications from West Academic.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Hornbook Series - Currently includes more than 140 titles
Offering detailed explanations and insights into a law’s historical development, the series also provides
background on contemporary issues relating to the law.
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West Academic Casebooks Archive Collection
Browse or Search the Content

1. Run a full-text search across
the database
2. Browse across: All Titles,
American Casebook Series,
Hornbook Series, Nutshell
Series, or Miscellaneous West
Books
3. Browse by Title, Author, or
Date published

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

To locate titles within the database, users can:
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West Academic Casebooks Archive Collection
Browse or Search the Content

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

After performing a full text search, users can utilize the facets to narrow down search results by
Date, Documents Type, Section Type, or Title.
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Bibliography of American
Law School Casebooks
(1870 – 2018)

Edited by: Douglas W. Lind

Bibliography of America Law School Casebooks
1870 - 2018

•
•
•

Provides more than 14 years of updates since the first edition
More than 10,000 entries and 200 subjects
No bibliography provides more thorough coverage of casebooks

print release of Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks is
forthcoming, as is its updated online database companion. This
bibliographical reference is intended to fill an important niche in
American legal bibliography by presenting a nearly comprehensive
list of casebooks intended for use in law schools and published in
the United States from 1870-2018.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Bibliography of American Law School Casebooks: the second
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Bibliography of America Law School Casebooks
1870 - 2018

Douglas W. Lind is a Professor of Law and Director of the Law Library at
Southern Illinois University School of Law. He received a B.A. degree in
political science from Purdue University, a J.D. degree from Valparaiso
University, and an M.I.L.S. from The University of Michigan. Prior to
coming to SIU, Professor Lind was the Head of Collection Development at
Georgetown University School of Law Library where he also taught
Advanced Legal Research and Seminar Research Methods. His writing
and research interests focus on the production and marketing of
American printed materials in the mid-19th and early 20th centuries. He is
the recipient of the Joseph L. Andrews Bibliographic Award, a national
award which recognizes a significant contribution to legal biographical
literature, for his two-volume reference work, Lincoln’s Suspension of
Habeas Corpus.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

About the Editor
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Bibliography of America Law School Casebooks
1870 - 2018

Browse the Index
The index is structured so users may
browse casebooks by:
Subject
Author
Title
Publisher
William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

•
•
•
•
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Bibliography of America Law School Casebooks
2005 - 2018

Linking to Full Text Titles in HeinOnline

William S. Hein & Co., Inc.

Titles that are available in the West Academic
Casebooks Archive Collection or other HeinOnline
databases will be hyperlinked to direct users to the full
text of the document.
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Pop Quiz
Who ran for President of the United States with the
campaign slogan "A chicken in every pot and a car in
every garage?"
A) William
McKinley

B) Calvin
Coolidge

C) Woodrow
Wilson

D) Herbert
Hoover

Pop Quiz
Who ran for President of the United States with the
campaign slogan "A chicken in every pot and a car in
every garage?"

A) Herbert Hoover

In 1928, Herbert Hoover ran for President of the United States with the campaign
slogan "A chicken in every pot and a car in every garage". Hoover carried 58.2
percent of the vote, easily defeating Democratic candidate Alfred E. Smith.

Questions?
(800) 277-6995
Live Chat
holsupport@wshein.com

